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“Mosey is a face of endless expression, says critically lauded musician/producer/visual 
artist Daniel Romano of his self-named style. “It’s whatever I need it to be.” Of Mosey, as 
an album, he explains, “I wanted to break formula, to make something unlike anything I’d 
made before. I needed to escape those pockets I’d been put in. Stagnation is the 
breathe of the devil; it’s the enemy. It’s why I keep moving, no matter what.”  
 
That restlessness, intense hunger and fearless ability to create is what drives the 
increasingly prolific Welland, Ontario songwriter and is what’s at the heart of his fifth 
album, Mosey, his second full-length release in less than a calendar year.  
 
Whereas on last year’s If I’ve Only One Time Askin’ – his acclaimed 2015 album which 
made several year-end lists from Exclaim! to Rolling Stone and earned him a Juno 
Award nomination for Adult Alternative Album of the Year – Romano explored the 
countrypolitan sound of the late, great Billy Sherrill, pairing honky-tonk heartache and 
mid-century melodrama with lush orchestration to startling effect, on Mosey he employs 
the use of a much larger sonic arsenal.   
 
Crisply merging unlikely influences, Mosey is a high concept cocktail of late ‘60s 
experimental pop, yé-yé and psychedelic country, swirling with string sections, brash 
brass punctuations and stark piano/vocal ballads. Stitched together with break beat 
interludes from one of Romano’s abandoned short films and united by his complex 
emotional palette, the dozen songs romp through his expansive creative vision. 
 
“Daniel wanted to orchestrate – even though he doesn’t really score in the traditional 
fashion,” says band member Kay Berkel. “So, he did it the only way he knows: on a 
piano, and then I helped him chart it. The quartet was remarkable.”  
 
Mosey was self-produced and recorded in mono by Romano at his studio, The Navy, in 
Fenwick, Ontario, Canada throughout 2015. Aside from the piano, strings and horns that 
course through the album, he plays most of the instruments including guitar, bass, 
drums, percussion, organ, Rhodes, mellotron and xylophone. The vocal performances 
vary immensely song to song, as if they were a fettered collection of enemies.  
 
“He had all the songs in his head. He set up the drums, we mic’d them and then I rolled 
the tape,” reveals longtime engineer Kenneth Roy Meehan. “He played through the 
entire first pass of the record, which included something like 20 songs, without any music 
to reference in basically the amount of time it would take to listen to it. I’ve never seen 
anything like it. We’ve gotten into a rhythm of banging out the songs directly following 
their conception. So, in some ways, it was pretty free flowing. The question for Daniel 
was: What songs had to make it?’ This is what drove the record. It all seemed to be lyric-
based. He wanted a certain thematic continuity. When he puts pen to paper, it just 
flows.”  
 



“I feel certain emotions are being neglected in this world of information therapy,” 
confesses Romano. “People want to feel good, no matter what. They want to feel safe 
and to ignore the realities at hand. I’m a cultural defeatist. I’m noticing that now. I’m 
worried... and angry. Humanity on many levels – there’s no cultural identity to be part of 
or rebel against. So I’m rebelling against the void, which now feels quite real. It feels like 
the only exercise is to revolt without purpose beyond revolt.” As consequence, Mosey 
exists as an intellectual insurrection, where the words and notions drive deep into the 
heart of a homogenized malaise.  
 
“Unlikely word combinations thrill me,” he says after a pause that balances tension 
against explanation. “All of these songs existed first as poems, so the rhythms were 
crafted without the intention of having musical accompaniment. It’s more free form.”  
 
Whether it be in the tale of forbidden romance attained and then rued on the high drama 
“Valerie Leon,” the hushed anguish of “(Gone Is) All But A Quarry of Stone,” or the 
Jacques Brel-evoking “One Hundred Regrets Avenue” that proclaims, “Love is but a 
virus/from the best girl on the street,” Mosey’s poetic manifestations are front and center.  
 
In the frisky garage romp, “Toulouse,” Romano and actress Rachel McAdams playfully 
trade lines in English and French about a man with nothing “to lose.” “The Collector” is a 
cover of the obscure Everly Brothers song. It was initially recorded at New West’s Peter 
Jesperson’s house on six iPhones where they were rebirthing the Sonny Curtis song. “I’d 
stolen the melody for a song called ‘The Girl Of God’s Lips,’ and it was eight minutes 
long. I wanted to bring new life to a timeless melody. Peter played it for Sonny, who said 
he loves the record but was worried about what the song would do for the legacy of the 
original. This era of the Everly’s catalogue has some of the best arrangements and 
melodies ever recorded. So I went back to ‘The Collector’ to pay my respects.” 
 
Mosey mines complicated turf. “Realistically, all these songs touch on the demise of 
culture, with “(Gone Is) All But A Quarry Of Stone” reading as the epitaph, a reminder 
and an exploration of what’s good and worth living through.” Lines like, ‘If not for the 
ruins of what was once done / No beauty for anyone...’ are bold reactions to the 
neglected artifacts of our existence. 
 
Quixotic, mercurial and of the marrow of doubt and distraction, Mosey descends into 
singular moments. Romano isn’t conceding any ground. In rejecting the boxes, even the 
ones his excavations have created, he seeks to forge new brightness, new truth, a new 
palette of feeling. “With hunger comes desperation, creation and brave art. I’m hungry 
every day, but not to be fed.” 
 
 
 
 


